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Women make up one of the fastest growing groups of new farmers today. 
Research suggestes they are also more likely then men to champion organic 
and sustainable agriculture, land stewardship, and are creating healthy food 
systems. However, we need more of these women’s inspiring voices in the 
media to amplify advocacy and continue growining the organic movement and 
market. Encouraging more press coverage of today’s organic women farmers 
will help relay why organics are important while cultivating new and broader 
consumer markets.

This toolkit celebrates women’s unique communication strengths. It provides 
advice and perspectives from female communications experts, farmers and 
others promoting a diversity of voices that value family farms, local food, and 
healthy soils.  

Read on for ideas and inspiration on how to effectively champion your unique 
story to promote your farm business while moving the collaborative organic 
message forward.

Inside the Toolkit

Lynn Grooms
Southern Wisconsin Reporter
for Agri-View

There are more women taking 
leadership roles in agriculture today—
both on the farm and in agricultural 
businesses. It’s important to share 
their stories publicly to encourage 
other women in agriculture to continue 
taking leadership roles and learn from 
each other. Women also are generally 
great at communicating, and that’s 
critical today with consumers and 
policymakers.

Liz McMullen
Public Relations Specialist
Organic Valley CROPP Cooperative

There’s a lot to say about being a 
positive female voice in agriculture—
especially in this day and age. 
Speaking up positions you to be a role 
model, a thought leader and an expert 
in your field. When you speak up, you 
use your voice for things that matter to 
you and the industry—and you never 
know who could be watching.

1.  Introduction: The Importance of Sharing Our Stories
2.  Telling your Story 
3.  Meeting the Media
4.  Farm Visits
5.  Photo Library
6.  TV & Video
7.  Radio & Podcast
8.  Print
9.  Developing Long-term Media Relationships
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Amplify Our Voices: Telling Your Story

Denise O’Brien
Founder
Women, Food and Agriculture Network
Farmer
Rolling Acres Farm (Atlantic, IA)

Be concise but tell your story. 
For example, because I have been 
doing organic ag for such a long time, it 
used to be that you couldn’t say the “O” 
word out loud. I say this, and it always 
gets a laugh.

Mary Peabody
UVM Extension Professor (Burlington, Vermont)

3 reasons we need to tell our stories!
1.  As women farmers and ranchers, we have the opportunity to be role 
models for others just getting started or thinking about making the leap into 
agriculture. By sharing our stories we illustrate how diverse farm businesses 
can be and how many different paths there are to success. There is no one 
right way to start/grow a farm. Sharing our stories helps others understand 
how they might carve out a niche for themselves.
 
2. Few people understand farming and food systems. Telling our story helps 
educate our consumers and the general public. Plus, in a world where 
women are making a majority of the household purchase decisions having 
another woman tell the story of their farm is a powerful marketing tool.
 
3.  The more we tell our story, the more we reinforce our expertise. Women 
can be too quick to minimize efforts —through storytelling we become a more 
authentic voice in our own minds which in turn helps us grow in confidence.

Share your story
Sharing our personal stories is the key to 
any interview, and women farmers are in 
a strong position to speak from the heart 
with authenticity and confidence. But it 
takes a dash of thoughtful preparation 
and strategy. Read on for ideas on 
identifying your storytelling moxie and 
why this is important to growing our 
organic movement.

Di Lohr
Founder & Owner
Adunate

Each of us has a uniqueness that makes 
up our story. Often what we think are 
ordinary attributes are actually good 
for marketing ourselves in an authentic 
way. For example, perhaps you are a 
good listener. Listening is a huge factor 
in building a relationship with media and 
learning their needs. Examine yourself 
and then figure out how to harness your 
attributes to work for you.



Audrey Arner
Farmer
Moonstone Farm (Montevideo, MN)

Even though we have been involved in direct marketing and agri-tourism for about 
30 years there are still people within our own community for whom this organic 
movement is news. We have told our story over and over again continually 
embellishing it with our own expanded knowledge and consciousness for 
students, bankers, chefs, teachers and others to elevate the understanding and 
support for organic agriculture. Stories help to sell our distinctive products as well 
as building broad based societal engagement to help flip the food system.

In my experience the media are our friends. Tell stories with broad scale truisms 
about the ecosystem coupled with details related to your own farm-based 
experience.  Know what the three most important things you want to convey will 
be. If you don’t have much experience practice talking with a friend or family 
member about these points or about a detailed story or what the values are that 
drive your decision making. 

Liz Johnson
Co-Founder and Board Member 
Vote Run Lead

As a young woman, I had a slew of 
wonderful teachers along the way 
who encouraged me to speak up and 
use my voice. Teachers, coaches, 
coworkers, elders and others were full 
of advisements. I was softspoken and 
it was a challenge to change that. I 
recall feeling my face turn red when 
I would speak up and speak out. Still 
happens but now I know not to worry. 
Not necessarily.

Marie Wilson, founder of Take Our 
Daughters to Work and the White 
House Project, helped me to realize 
the true value being seen and heard 
in public. She would say “Visibility is 
viability!” and encourage us to take 
every opportunity to be heard in public 
forums. Marie was also a master 
storyteller. She taught us that the skills 
we honed “leading from the foot of 
the table”—relationship building and 
storytelling—were exactly what was 
needed to solve the complex issues 
facing our communities. 

Nancy Matsumoto
Freelance Writer and Editor

Make an outline of the basic points you want to get across, which might include:
•   Your origin story: Generational farmer or new? What brought you to the farm?
•   Why here on this land in this place, growing these crops/herds/flocks?
•   Notable successes
•   Goal(s) you are working toward
•   Challenges you have overcome, the learning curve: give your story a dramatic arc
•   Your community, your network, your support system
•   What drives you? What values guide you? Speak from the heart, it’s the best way of engaging editors, writers, readers

S H A R EPro Tips:

S H A R EFarmer Feedback
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Sylvia Burgos Toftness
Farmer
Bull Brook Keep (Amery, WI)

I worked in the communications field for over forty years before becoming a 
farmer, and I truly believe we women farmers need to be aware that we all 
already have a great story inside us, one that we can deliver with humility and 
passion. Pull out a piece of paper and write down your reflections on the first 
steps you took to start your farm, first successes and mistakes, what you hope 
to do, what would you change. You have great stories to share with the media.

Mariann Holm
Farmer & Organic Inspector
Holm Girls Dairy (Elk Mound, WI)

When talking on the phone to a reporter, 
it’s important to verbally give a sense 
of place to where you are, share and 
describe what you see and add the 
visuals. I describe things from where I’m 
sitting in my house, how I see the Jersey 
cows and the pasture. This builds rapport 
and also establishes me as a voice from 
the heartland of the country.   

The highest level of connection 
is experiential.  A few weeks ago, 
a reporter from The New Yorker  
contacted me. He asked to meet to do 
an interview —and I invited him to my 
kitchen table. I knew that by him driving 
past the cattle on pasture, walking into 
a barn built the year the Titantic sank 
and sitting in a well-worn farm kitchen 
would speak louder than most words I 
could share.

S H A R E

S H A R EFarmer Feedback

Wendy Allen, 
Writer and Editor  
Edible Madison magazine 

Celebrate your knowledge
Own your expertise! Even if you’re not the “primary farmer,” you know a 
lot!  Don’t be afraid to speak, and do it with confidence. Even if you’re just 
beginning, your experiences are valid and worth sharing because they 
could be exactly what someone else needs to hear.
 
Also, as cliché as it sounds: Be real. You don’t have to make yourself fit the 
image of the down-home, uncomplaining farmer. If you’re having a terrible 
season, it’s ok to talk about it. Although farming is a foundation of American 
culture, so many people still have no idea what it takes to put food on their 
plates. Speak up. Don’t say the ag world is fine if it’s not. Let reporters be 
your mouthpiece. 



Alicia Razvi
Farmer
Wooly Thyme Micro Farm (Stevens Point, WI)

It’s important that we as female farmers share what makes us unique and that our 
movement represents an increasingly diverse group of women. I have the honor 
of serving as the first Muslim person to serve as a president of a Farmers Union 
chapter, a privilege I take very seriously. I’ve learned to share my passion for 
sustainable and organic agriculture with my personal stories, such as how caring 
for the land helped my whole family heal when my husband had leukemia.  I was 
shaking the first couple of times I spoke publicly about my story but found bravery 
comes through practice and it gets easier!

Kirsten Jurcek
Farmer 
Brattset Family Farm 
(Jefferson, WI)

We can connect the dots when talking 
to the media about how we female 
farmers champion conservation by 
sharing analogies of how our land 
stewardship practices often illustrate 
things we women naturally do. For 
example, I’m a big cover crop advocate 
and talk about how they are such a 
natural way to nurture the land. Just like 
I would feed my kids carrots that fuel 
their bodies to grow up healthy, cover 
crops add nutrients to my soil fertility for 
the long term.  

S H A R EFarmer Feedback



•  Don’t feel pressured to do the interview right on the spot, especially if you are in the middle of chores or harvesting. 
Ask what their deadline is and schedule a time that mutually works where you will be in a quiet place and can focus.

•  Ask for background on the article so you can prepare. How did they find you? Why are they interested in you or your 
farm specifically? What topics do they want to discuss? Can they send you questions in advance? 

•  Get the full contact information from the reporter: name, email, cell, publication and research the reporter and 
publication. Where do they stand on organics? Have they done similar stories in the past? 

•  Ask when the article will run. Will it be in print, online, or both? Ask if you can review the article before it goes to print.

•  Ask if they need photos. Due to decreasing budgets, even major news outlets are unable to send photographers to 
cover pieces and welcome your contributions (See “Photo Library” for ideas on creating your own photos). Often the 
reporter is not directly connected to the photography and design side, but can connect you to the photo editor.  

•  Gather any notes or key information you might need before the interview.

•  Invite the journalist to your farm  and thank them for doing the story.  
A hand written thank you note goes a long way.

S H A R EPro Tips:

Kriss Marion
Farmer & County Supervisor
State Assembly Candidate
Circle M Farm (Blanchardville, WI)

Women farmers are a treasure chest 
of authentic stories about our lives 
and connections to the soil. During my 
campaign when I frequently talked to 
the media, I always shared my personal  
farm stories. I identified key ones that 
illustrated examples of how I implement 
conservation principles on my farm, 
like using animals and cover crops to 
improve soil fertility.

Amplify Our Voices: Meeting the Media

Great news: A reporter called and wants to interview you for 
an upcoming story! What do you do?  



Amplify Our Voices: Farm Visits

Di Lohr
Founder & Owner
Adunate

It’s important to evoke a sense of authen-
tic place when a reporter visits your farm 
and showcase your farm positively. A 
good way to do this is to invite an objec-
tive friend to visit and pretend they are 
visiting for the first time. Have them give 
you feedback on the whole experience, 
such as first impressions of how your farm 
looks from the distance on the road and 
coming up your driveway. Look at farming 
as a service business and let your posi-
tive attitude and joy for growing healthy 
food shine through.  

Come out and visit
Extending a warm and welcoming invitation to members of the media is the 
perfect way to tell your story and develop relationships with reporters. A little 
preparation can go a long way in creating an effective media visit that helps the 
reporter craft a strong piece and reflects your dedication to organic agriculture.

•  Direct the media to come at a time when you can focus solely on them. If they 
ask to see something in action, tell them you’d like to focus on the interview 
first, but they can stay after to watch your work or you can stage an activity.

•  Send the reporter an email with your cell number, address and direction link.  
Be sure to enter your farm into Google Maps so it readily pops up.

•  If they are taking photos or video, have easy “props” accessible to add visual 
interest to the shot, like a bushel of colorful produce for you to hold.

•  Take charge of the tour. Ask the reporter how much time they have and what 
are the key things they want to see and cover.  

•  Direct them on time of day with best lighting, in case they will be taking 
photos or filming. As sunrise may be too early, consider sunset since that 
golden glow lighting works well.

•  Let your farmstead hospitality shine! Have some snacks and drinks available 
to offer, featuring your products.

•  Everyone loves to meet the animals!  Make sure you have your animals out 
and ready for their “meet and greet.”  If you have overly friendly farm dogs, 
keep them somewhere else during the interview.

S H A R EPro Tips: Ali Berlow
Author, The Food Activist Handbook

As farmers, it’s important to invite 
reporters in your community out to your 
farm to experience first-hand what 
you are doing and what organic and 
sustainable agriculture is all about. 
Simply set aside a couple hours and 
call it a “media tour.” There’s no agenda 
on your part, you are not trying to sell-in 
a specific story, but are rather openly 
sharing what you are doing. Talk about 
what you do and importantly, why you 
do it.   



Amplify Our Voices: Farm Visits Amplify Our Voices: Photo Library

Erica Roth
Farmer
Ewetopia Hill Farm (Albany, WI)

A writer needed a photo of me, and I didn’t have any, and she made a good 
suggestion: Wear a solid blue shirt, hold a chicken, stand up next to a classic 
red barn and have my teenage daughter, savvy with phones, take a picture. 
That combination came out great, sort of a “head shot for farmers.” I’ve used 
that photo in lots of situations, and it was great to have on hand when I decided 
to run for County Board in the middle of winter and would not be able to shoot 
something as vibrant as that.

Can you send me 
some photos of 
yourself?
Very likely, a reporter will ask you this 
question.  

In today’s era of shrinking budgets, it is 
increasingly rare for the media to send 
out a photographer. Make things easier 
for the reporter to showcase your story 
by providing your own strong visuals. 
Develop a curated collection of photos 
of your farm, primarily with you in them. 
A good photo book will last a couple of 
years and serve as visual representations 
of you and your farm.

•  Shoot photos during the summer months or whenever your farm is at peak colors. For many farms, this might be on the 
earlier side of the summer when rains are plentiful and before fields may start browning out. The timing and bounty of 
these photos is important as a reporter may very likely do a story in the winter or early spring when you do not want take 
farm photos when nothing is growing and visually bleak.

 
•  Take each photo horizontally and vertically and send both options to the media outlet. This helps the editor and designer 

fit your photos into their graphics and layout.

•  Think quality over quantity. You don’t need hundreds of photos; a dozen quality shots will go a long way.

•  Ask the reporter (or her editor) how many and what kind of photos they prefer. Photos illustrate your story, so be sure to 
offer ones that tell your story best.

•  Include brief descriptions of each photo that the editor can use as captions.

Marji Guyler-Alaniz
Founder 
FarmHer

People are visual—if they can see it, 
they can believe, understand and be 
accepting of it. Having visual represen-
tation of what you do as farmers helps 
make the connection to consumers and 
makes everything about farming a little 
less closed off. 

S H A R EPro Tips:



Audra Mulkern
Founder, The Female Farmer Project

A good photograph is the story it tells. I believe that visual stories 
serve four purposes: education, entertainment, preservation of 
culture, and the instilling of values. Determine what kind of story you 
want to tell first then design your photo to tell that story. But how do 
you tell a story with a ‘headshot’. First, do away with the idea of a 
typical headshot and think more in terms of environmental portrait. 
Are you a livestock farmer whose values include raising animals on 
pasture? Then make that the story you want to tell, put that field and 
those animals in the shot.   
 
Q:  What do I wear?

A:  Dress in what I like to call ‘farm fancy’—your everyday wear, just 
elevated. Clean jeans or work pants, work boots and a plaid shirt 
always make a good shot. Avoid hats and sunglasses. Natural make 
up or none at all is fine—be yourself! I also like to have my subjects 
avoid visible labels and logos.

Q:  What time/place is best for photos?
 
A:  Pay attention to where the sun is in the sky. Unless you have the 
software tools to fix the image—careful to not put the sun behind and 
your face in the shade. Photographers love the golden hour—the 
hour before sunset where light is soft and golden. My favorite is an 
overcast day—the light is even and the colors pop and no squinting!
 
Farms provide great backgrounds—fields with their rows bring 
lots of lines and interest, barns and their chippy paint have fun 
texture, curious animals create charm, shiny milking parlors inspire 
confidence.

Q:  What makes a great photo?
 
A: There are three parts to a great photo – the subject, the 
composition, and the lighting. But what makes a great photographer 
is someone who observes the scene and finds the authenticity. 
Interaction with animals provides lots of opportunities for authentic 
shots—especially animals! Consider your environment as part of 
your story. The background and props are all part of environmental 
portraiture! Bring it on! If it’s appropriate and fits naturally, it brings 
context and texture to the image. Just don’t hide behind it or let it 
distract from the main subject—you!

Q: What should I be sure to avoid?

A: The biggest mistake I see are photographs of headless women. 
I feel its dehumanizing and objectifying to not include a women’s 
head. I also never photograph women from behind, when they are 
bent over, or from the front when they are squatting. I never want to 
put a woman in a situation where her image might be objectified.



Inga Witcher 
Host of Around the Farm Table and 
organic dairy farmer (Osseo, WI)

Think about color when identifying 
places on your farm to reflect the life 
and vibrancy of your farm.  Something 
easy to do is string a clothesline and 
hang a variety of colorful, vintage 
tablecloths or aprons, evoking a 
nostalgic, “grandma’s farm” feel and 
providing a great pop of color.

Video adds color and authenticity to 
your message. 

•  Identify a few strategic spots on your farm that make a good backdrop. 
Classic barn walls, flowers, animals on grass can make great visuals, 
adding color, texture, and interest.

•  Don’t be afraid to direct the reporter and film crew to spots you’ve 
identified, and, likewise, if there are places you don’t want them to film, let 
them know. No one knows your farm like you do. This direction helps them 
create a visually interesting and engaging piece.

•  Keep an eye on natural lighting and where the sun hits your farm at the 
time of day you will be filmed.  

•  Wear something you are comfortable and feel confident in. Generally 
bright colors do well on video. Avoid checks, stripes or busy patterns.

•  Have some easy props on hand that you could be holding that add farm 
authenticity, like a basket of colorful produce or bucket of eggs.

•  Ask what part of your body is in the frame so you can be aware of how 
you position yourself.

•  Ask if it is possible to receive the interview questions ahead of time to 
practice. If it is recorded and you feel like you messed up, ask if you can start 
over. If it’s live, take a breath and keep going. A smile fixes most things!

•  Make sure you understand the purpose of the media piece and don’t be 
afraid to ask questions. Ask if there is a preferred length for answers. That 
way you can avoid getting cut off.

S H A R EPro Tips: 
Lauren Rudersdorf
Farmer
Raleigh’s Hillside Farm (Brodhead, WI)

A local television station found me 
through a food collaborative I’m 
involved in. Being involved with 
different food and farming coalitions 
and organizations is super important 
because those are the local groups 
the media will often go to first to find a 
farmer to talk to. Most of these types 
of non-profit groups will have a media 
or communications person. Let them 
know you are comfortable being on 
television because plenty of farmers 
aren’t wanting to do that. Let that 
communications specialist know what 
your expertise is and they can help 
direct media inquiries toward you, 
including television.  

Amplify Our Voices:  TV & Video



Amplify Our Voices: Radio & Podcasts

Charlotte Smith,  
3CowMarketing and  
Champoeg Creamery (St. Paul, OR)

Every time a woman shares her story 
with another, she encourages another 
farmer to go for her dream. A woman 
farmer shares her story and becomes an 
example of what’s possible to all other 
women contemplating the same dream. 
Even if it’s a story full of missteps and 
regret, other women learn that you can 
go through the hard things and still come 
out okay. A story shared offers hope, 
encouragement, lessons and advice.

Share Your Authentic Voice!
 Your voice is what tells and sells your story. However, when giving an interview 
via the phone or other audio format, it’s important to strategically think about and 
use your voice to effectively communicate your key points when no other visuals 
are involved.

•  Speak consciously, slowly, and avoid saying “um,” “ahhh,” and “you know.”  

•  Write yourself notes, such as the word “SLOW” to remind yourself to slow down or ideas you want to mention.

•  Use the host’s name when speaking, just as you would in a natural conservation, creating warmth, and connection.

•  Watch out for body sounds and try to avoid coughing, lip smacking, etc. Keep a glass of water nearby.

•  Ask if it’s possible to receive the key questions before-hand to prepare.

•  Do your homework and listen to a few episodes of their podcast ahead of time to get a sense of style and questions.

•  Always send the interviewer your bio, whether or not they specifically request it. Send two version of your bio: a short 2-3 
sentence version (which they may read on air when introducing you) and a longer version for background.  

•  Be sure to also send a photo (ideally a horizontal and vertical version) to avoid being stuck with a random photo the show 
takes from the Internet.  

•  After you’ve recorded the show, send a thank you email along with any resources or links you might have mentioned. The 
producer may includes these in the show notes. Ask when they think the show will air.

•  High quality audio is key for any audience to best hear and understand your story. If you can do an interview in-
person, that is always best and develops relationships, too. A little extra driving to a radio studio—with its in-studio 
equipment—can make a huge improvement in how you sound.

S H A R EPro Tips: 



S H A R E

Sylvia Burgos Toftness
Farmer
Bull Brook Keep (Amery, WI)

Feel free to tell the reporter you have 20 
to 30 minutes for a phone interview. It’s 
OK to put a time parameter around time 
spent. That works in your favor because 
you make sure the reporter only uses 
the messages you want to convey. The 
longer you talk, the more the reporter 
will have to choose from when you fill up 
time. She may not use what you ideally 
want.

Ali Berlow
Freelance Public Radio Producer
Atlantic Public Media

When you’re being interviewed, remember to breathe. Take your time and speak 
in full sentences with a period at the end. For me, I always want to tell a reporter 
everything all at once! I have to remind myself to slow down and relax because 
in the end it makes for tighter, more succinct quotes while giving the reporter a 
chance to respond and ask more thoughtful, insightful questions.

•  If you are recording via phone, be sure to get details from the host on 
what they recommend as far as a land line versus cell phone, etc. Ask to 
have a “test run” call to test the audio beforehand, especially if you are 
recording live.  

•  Make sure wherever you are located for the interview that there is 
minimal background noise. Sometimes something like a refrigerator 
running in your kitchen can add distracting background humming. 
Watch out for creaky chairs or simply stand up, if possible.

•  Increasingly, podcasts are recorded over Internet portals like Skype or 
Google Voice, in which case it is important to have a good microphone 
on your end for better audio. If you start doing multiple audio interviews, 
consider adding an external microphone to your computer. You can get 
a decent one for under $100. Also make sure you have a strong internet 
connection. 

•  Before the interview, turn off all notifications on your computer and cell 
phone to avoid interrupting beeps.

S H A R EPro Tips:

Patty Peltekos
Public Affair Host 
WORT 89.9 FM community radio 
(Madison, WI)

An in-studio interview is best if you can 
do it because you can see and make eye 
contact with your interviewer. Being in the 
studio with your host and other guests 
can also help to take the fear away. If 
you’re doing an interview by cell phone 
and have to be outside, find a place that’s 
out of the wind where you know you’ll 
have good phone reception. Moving cars 
are terrible for sound quality, reception, 
and interview focus, so avoid talking while 
in a car. And have a fully charged phone 
so you don’t drop off during the interview.



Amplify Our Voices: Print

Tap Into the Power of Print
 There’s still something incredibly powerful about getting the word out in old 
school print publications. A printed article with your quotes and story lends 
instant legitimacy and credibility, both amplifying your own organic farm story 
while supporting the changing magazine and newspaper industry. Small town 
rural and traditional agriculture publications especially need strong, engaging 
stories that speak to the increasing diversity in our agricultural landscape. 
Plus, it’s just plain fun to hold it in your hands and mail a copy of your article to 
Grandma.

Nancy Matsumoto
Freelance Writer and Editor

Suggest an in-person interview and 
tour of your farm. The writer gets visuals 
and a better sense of who you are. If 
the interview can only be by phone, 
offer to supply photos for the story, 
links to social media, videos and other 
background they can use for their piece. 

Practice honing your introduction: 
who, what, where. Review your outline 
(above) and try to stick to it. Don’t 
ramble, but don’t just offer a PowerPoint 
version of the farm. Every reporter who 
is going to write about you is going 
to look at your social media. They’re 
looking for nuggets of information about 
your farm. Sometimes that cute/sad/
touching story you told on Facebook 
will spark a question and make it into 
the story. They’re looking for a sense of 
your personality, what your farm looks 
like, and who the main players are in 
your business.

S H A R EFarmer Feedback

Kelly Placke-Raaum
Farmer & Organic Valley Cooperative Member
Placke Organic Acres (Cuba City, WI)

Use your day to day farming practices and tie your story into current events like 
climate resiliency. Remember your story is always changing, too. For me right 
now, I’m all about grazing. I love thinking and reading about microbiome of the 
soil, root structures and how plants can actually talk to each other and how that 
translates to the health of my animals, the health of our products and ultimately 
the health of the consumers using our products. 



Amplify Our Voices: Print

Bethany Storm
Farmer
Little Red Homestead (Blanchardville, WI)

I think it is important to let the world know that women have the same struggles 
as men. Women have been a big part of farming for a long time, and they don’t 
often make the headlines. The more stories we tell, the more we normalize (and 
are recognized for) our roles in society.

Inga Witcher
Host of Around the Farm Table and organic dairy farmer (Osseo, WI)

Think of simple examples on your personal talk sheet when talking to reporters, 
particularly ways to quantify and qualify the impact of organics on the land and 
your business and that things are moving forward and getting better. I share 
examples of how my day-to-day operations got easier by going organic. When 
journalists see you smile telling the story of your farm—that’s what you want 
them to remember.

S H A R EFarmer Feedback



Amplify Our Voices: Long Term Relationships

Interview went well. Article looks great. What’s next? 
This is an area where organic women farmers can really shine by tapping into 
something that comes naturally: building connections and keeping connected. 
Look at that first encounter with any reporter as the beginning of a long-term 
connection where you help support them in covering great stories.

•  Offer to connect the reporter you’ve worked with to other farmers for 
future stories. This is a fabulous collaborative opportunity to champion 
others while helping the reporter.

•  When you pass along another farmer’s name to a reporter, be sure to 
give that farmer a heads-up of the potential contact. That way everyone 
can be prepared and present their best self. If you are referring another 
organic woman farmer, be sure to pass along this Toolkit as a resource.

•  Reporters, particularly in their early career years, move around and job-
hop a lot. Be sure to keep their contact information up-to-date, as future 
gigs may also be opportunities to connect.  

S H A R EPro Tips: 

Jennifer Filipiak
Executive Director,
Driftess Area Land Conservancy

Building relationships with your local 
media is easy to do, and once a 
reporter knows you speak thoughtfully 
and passionately about what you love, 
they like to hear from you. Send them 
stories you think they’d be interested 
in. If you see an interesting story about 
agriculture and notice women aren’t 
represented, send it to your local 
reporter saying, “I thought you’d like this 
story. I noticed that women (or some 
other aspect of the issue that you care 
about) weren’t mentioned, I’d love the 
opportunity to provide that perspective.”

Jennifer Fahy
Communications Director
Farm Aid, Inc.

If you know of others folks who would 
be a good fit, make the connection and 
help guide the reporter to a story that 
you really thinks need telling. Being a 
resource to local media gives you an 
opportunity to shape more stories and 
bring more—and different—stories to 
the public. 



Kelly Placke-Raaum 
Farmer & Organic Valley Cooperative Member
Placke Organic Acres (Cuba City, WI)

Talking about your personal experience brings out an authentic voice and your 
passions. I remember the first time I spoke publicly, I was trying to brush up 
on facts and figures on things like how much land is in organics. And I quickly 
realized that’s not what people want. Anyone can Google those figures. They 
care about what it is that got you into doing this, what gets you excited and why 
should they get excited. The more important thing is to bring your authentic 
voice and what lights a fire in you.

Mariann Holm
Farmer & Organic Inspector 
Holm Girls Dairy (Elk Mound, WI)

Knowing our audience is the most important thing. Feel free to ask questions 
back to a reporter to make sure they have context on what you are talking 
about. I often phrase this as, “Are you familiar with XYZ?” It opens the doors for 
clarification and understanding without making the other person feel like you’re 
testing them or that they are ignorant.

Lynn Grooms
Southern Wisconsin Reporter 
for Agri-View 

Develop long-term relationships with 
reporters that regularly cover your region. 
Keep in touch and connect a few times 
a year with potential story ideas and new 
things happening in your area and you’ll 
become the “go to” farmer. (If you are 
suggesting a story, don’t suggest the 
same story and angle to that newspaper’s 
competitors.)

S H A R EFarmer Feedback
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